Johnson County Public Policy Council
2016 State Senator/State Representative Candidate Questionnaire
Name:

Address/City/State/Zip:
Phone:

District:

R. Paul McCorkle

Campaign Video Link:

Political Affiliation:

Dem

502 s Cherry st Olathe KS 66061
Email:

913-210-0445

Campaign Website:

15

mccorkle4ks@gmail.com

www.mccorkle4ks.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQ4IgavJeTQ

Occupation/Work History (last five years - 25 words or fewer):

Special Education teacher. (history-World, U.S., Am Gov)
Other recent political/community experience (25 words or fewer):

Volunteer Volleyball Coach, Board Member for KCGAC
If you are or have been affiliated with a chamber of commerce or other business organization, please list which
organization(s) and any leadership positions you have held:

N/A
As a candidate, what are your top three policy issues? (10 words or fewer per issue):

1.

Stabilize & fully fund Education

2.

Create a functional taxing stream

3.

Expand Kancare

What are your views on state tax policy? (100 words of fewer):

This was a poorly conceived and implemented policy that has put our state in dire straights. We need to move
back to a logical taxing process to fund the needs of our state and move the tax burden off of the weakest
among us.

If Kansas faces a significant revenue shortfall in meeting its budget, how would you proposed to balance the
budget? Please be specific. (100 words or fewer):

Repeal the race to the bottom or was it zero? Reinstate the tax levels before the law was passed including
taxing the LLCs in the state. This should bring us back to a net zero and look at the funding needs from there.

What are your views on K-12 school funding? In anticipation of a new funding formula/process, what are your
priorities?(75 words or fewer):

To fund education in a way that Kansans expect while supporting the districts who lack the ability to create
their own viable tax basis. I would also like to see the funding cap lifted on LOBs.

What are your views on the state’s role with respect to access and affordability of public higher education?
(50 words or fewer):

The state has affectively driven students out of the state. I now know students running to Arkansas because of
their lower tuition and afford-ability. The state should want to keep and attract the brightest and the best. The
state has forced tuition hikes because of their poor budget management.

What is your position on individual tax credits and other voucher-like programs for private school tuition?
(50 words or fewer):

They shouldn't be any.

What type of economic development policies will you support to encourage job growth and business expansion in Kansas? (50 words or fewer):

Create a stable economy would be my priority to start with. This is the #1 need for the district. After that I
would work with the chamber to listen to their needs and thoughts and move forward.

Do you support or oppose maintaining the current dedicated sales tax transfer to the state highway fund for
the purpose of funding transportation projects, or should transportation be subject to the appropriations process where legislators determine funding levels entirely? Explain. (75 words or fewer):

I need to do more research to answer this question adequately.

What is your policy position on the state’s role regarding immigration and do you support employment-based
immigration reforms to assist with workforce shortages in specified industries such as engineering? (50 words
or fewer):

Until we can produce our own engineers, see earlier needs for higher ed, we should keep all options open to
attract and maintain high paying jobs in the state.

What role should state governments have in determining workplace employment practices and benefits offered to employees?(50 words or fewer):

I honestly am not versed in this area well enough to give a good answer without further research and reflection.

What do you believe is the most pressing issue or challenge facing Kansas today and how would you address
it? (75 words or fewer):

The budget is by far the overwhelming problem for the state. Everything else if a factor of the poor
management of the state from the budget standpoint. Once that issue is addressed we can look at everything
else.

What do you believe most distinguishes you from your opponent(s) in this race? (75 words or fewer):

As an educator who doesn't want to be a life long politician, I want to "right the ship" and move on. I see
where the errors have been made and wish to correct them while having the educational background to work in
the area of largest expenditure in the state. This sets me appart in wanting to work with people while making
life better for all Kansans.

